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AutoCAD is a CAD software application for 2D and 3D design and

drafting, developed and sold by Autodesk, Inc. Initially released in late

1982, AutoCAD was one of the first CAD programs to run on personal

computers, and notably the IBM PC. Most CAD software at the time ran on 

graphics terminals connected to mainframe computers or mini-computers.



 AutoCAD is 2D and 3D modeling software.

 It is developed by Autodesk company.

 Autodesk is an U.S.A based company.

 It is widely used in industry for 2D drawing and 3D modeling.

 In another way we can say that AutoCAD is a designing course ,
which is performed by the help of computer.



In the early 1980s the kinds of Computer Aided designs(CAD)

techniques provided by AutoCAD were available only to 

personnel belonging to Specialize Graphics Terminals.

However, the release of the first AutoCAD version accord the

drafters to access to a tool that could use on standard

computers.



 AutoCAD software was firstly launched by Autodesk company 
in Dec. 1982.

 It comes in India in 1988.

 The first version of AutoCAD was R1 after that 
R2,R3,R4…………… and so on.

 In 2000,Autodesk launched a version of AutoCAD 2000 after that 
2001,2002…… so on.

 Latest version is easy to use and over come the difficulties of old 
version.







 The system requirements for 32-bit AutoCAD: 

Intel® Pentium® 4 processor, 2.2 GHz Recommended 

Microsoft® Windows Vista™, Windows® XP Home and Professional 

(SP2), Windows® 2000 (SP4) 512 MB RAM 750 MB free disk space 

for installation 1024x768 VGA with True Color 

Microsoft® Internet Explorer® 6.0 (SP1 or higher)

Available on CD (Worldwide) and DVD (select countries and 

languages)



 ® 3.0 GHz or greater 

2 GB RAM or greater 

2 GB free hard disk available not including installation 

1280 x 1024 32-bit color video display adapter (True 

Color) 128 MB or greater, OpenGL®, or Direct3D® 

capable workstation class graphics card.

For Windows Vista, a Direct3D capable workstation 
class graphics card with 128 MB or greater is required.



The use of AutoCAD software provides enhanced graphic

capabilities which allow the designers to:

1. Conceptualization of Ideas using AutoCAD

2. Easy modification of the engineering designs

3. Perform design calculations quickly

4. Use colures, fonts, textures, and other aesthetic features 

5. Know your product’s strength using simulations



1.AutoCAD enhances the productivity and quality of designs.

2. Drawings get prepared in relatively shorter duration.

3. Reduced the manpower requirement .

4. AutoCAD software is cost effective and highly affordable.

5. Designs can be drawn with greater accuracy.

6. Facilitates easy modification and revision of drawings.



1. Drafting Professional

2. 2D and3D Plan Developer

3. CAD Engineer( Civil, Electrical and Mechanical)

4. Architecture and Interior Designing





 Title Bar.

 Menu Bar.

 Tool Bar.

 Drawing  Area.

 Lay Out Bar.

 Command  Window.

 Statues  Bar.

 Cursor.

 UCS Icon.

 Coordinate  Readout.
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 Type  UN and press Enter to bring up the Drawing 

Units dialog box.

 UN is the command alias (abbreviation) of the 

UNITS.





 Type  D and press Enter to bring up the Dimension Setup dialog box.

 D is the command alias (abbreviation) of the Dimension.





Snap & Grid

• Snap – Invisible Grid that restricts the location of the cursor to 
predefined increments

• Grid is a regular pattern of visible dots that helps you estimate 
distances
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Object Snap

• Activated by “OSNAP” button

• Allows you to snap to “key points” on existing lines and objects

– i.e. midpoint, endpoint, center, tangent etc…
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Options & Settings
• AutoCAD is a very flexible application

• You can change the name of the toolbars, menus, palettes, and 
even shortcuts of our own choice can be activated.

• The popup menu that comes up with the right click can also be 
customized.



Options & Settings
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DRAWING TEMPLATE SET UP.
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LAYER SET UP.
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Working with Different Auto CAD Command.



DRAW/BASIC COMMANDS OF AutoCAD

(Drawing Entities)

(10, 10)

(5, 5)

POINT
Plot a point at the location (8, 6)
Command: point 
Point: 8, 6 

LINE 

Lines can be drawn by any one of the following 
three methods using LINE command.

(a) Using Absolute Co-ordinates:

Drawing a line from point (5, 5) to point (10, 10).
Command: Line 
From point: 5, 5(select the point by mouse or 
Enter the Co-ordinates by keyboard) 
To Point: 10, 10 
To Point: 

(0, 
0)

(8,6)



(7, 10)

(2, 2)

(1, 2)

(1, 
8)

(b) Using Relative Co-ordinates

Draw a line from point (2, 2) to point 5 units 
in X-axis and 8 units in Y-axis relative to first 
co-ordinate.

Command: Line
From point: 2, 2
To point: @ 5, 8
To point: 

(c) Using Polar Co-ordinates

Draw a line from point (1, 2) to a length of 6 units at 
90 degree.

Command: Line
From point: 1, 2
To point:@690
To point: 



(10, 10)

(30, 
20)

PLINE
A polyline is a connected sequence of line and arc segments.
Draw a thick line of width 2 units from (8, 4) to (6, 7) using
pline command.
Command: pline
From point: 8, 4
Arc/close/Half width/length/undo/width/ Endpoint of line :
width
Width: 2
Next point: 6, 7
Next point: 
A box drawn by using pline will act as one object instead of
four discrete lines.

RECTANGLE
Draw a rectangle defined by diagonal points (10, 10) and (30, 

20).

Command: Rectang

First Corner: 10, 10 

Second Corner: 30, 20 





CIRCLE

Circle can be drawn by any one of following five

methods using circle command.

(a) Using Centre and Radius:

Draw a circle with centre (6, 6) and radius 5 units.

Command: circle

3P/2P/TTR/centre point : 6, 6 

Diameter/radius : 5 

(b) Using Centre and diameter:

Draw a circle with centre (6, 17) and diameter 10 units.

Command: circle

3p/2p/TTR/centre point : 6, 17 

Diameter/radius : D 

Diameter: 10 



(c) Using given three points: (3P)

Draw a circle with using given three points (5, 30), 

(7, 26), (10, 25). 

Command: circle

3P/2P/TTR/centre point : 3 P 

First point: (5, 30) 

Second point: (7, 26) 

Third point: (10, 25) 

(d) Using given two points: (2P)

Draw a circle with using given two points (7, 35) & 

(7, 47).

Command: circle

3P/2P/TTR/centre point : 2 P 

First point on diameter: (7, 35)  

Second point on diameter: (7, 47)  

(7, 
26) (10, 

25)

(5, 
30)

(7, 
47)

(7, 
35)



(e) Using Tangent, Tangent and Radius (TTR):

Draw a circle with radius 2 units and two existing 

line as tangents.

Take: 

For line 1: (16, 4) to point (19, 9)

For line 2: (20, 2) to point (21, 7)

Command: circle

3P/2P/TTR/centre point : TTR 

Enter Tangent spec: line 1 (pick up using mouse)

Enter Tangent spec: line 2 (pick up using mouse)

Radius: 2

(“Spec” means specifications)

Line 1

Line 2



ELLIPSE:

ELLIPSE can be drawn by any one of following two methods using 

ellipse command.

(a) Using first axis end points and other axis distance:

Draw an ellipse using major axis end point (10, 20) (65, 20) and minor 

axis end point (35, 35).

Command: ellipse 

<Axis end point 1>/ Centre: 10, 20

Axis end point 2: 65, 20

<Other axis distance>/ Rotation: 35, 35

.



(b) Using Centre of ellipse axis, end point and other axis distance:
Draw an ellipse using with centre (100, 20), major axis end point (125, 20) and minor 

axis end point (100, 35).

Command: ellipse 

<Axis end point 1>/ Centre: C

Centre of ellipse: 100, 20 

Axis end point 2: 125, 20

<Other axis distance>/ Rotation: 100, 35

Note: Also the ellipse can be drawn by using arc, Isocircle, rotation & perimeter options



ARC

Arcs are partial circles and can be drawn in eight different methods using ARC command. Some of them are 

follows:

(a) Using three given points 

Draw an arc using the given three points: (75, 50), (55, 90), (105,110).

Command: arc 

Centre/<Start point>: 75, 50  

Centre/end/<Second point>: 55, 90  

End point: 105,110  

(b) Using Start points, centre and end point (SCE) 

Draw an arc using start point (240, 20), centre point (250, 60)  and end point (250,100).

Command: arc 

Centre/<Start point>: 240, 20  

Centre/end/<Second point>: C 

Centre point: 250, 60 

Angle/length of chord/<end point>: 250,100



(c) Using Start points, centre and length of chord (SCL) 

Draw an arc using start point (140, 10), centre point (100, 10) and chord length 45 units.

Command: arc 

Centre/<Start point>: 140, 10  

Centre/end/<Second point>: C 

Centre point: 100, 10 

Angle/length of chord/<end point>: L

Length of chord: 45

(d) Using Start points, end point and Radius (SER)

Draw an arc using Start points (230, 80), end point (190, 80) and radius 22 units.

Command: arc 

Centre/<Start point>: 230, 80  

Centre/end/<end point>: E 

End point: 190, 80 

Angle/Direction/Radius/<centre point>: R

Radius: 22





Polygon

The polygon command draws regular polygons with 3 to 1024 sides. Any 

polygon can be drawn by following three method using polygon 

commands.

(a) Using radius of given circle in which polygon is inscribed:

Draw a polygon of eight sides with centre (50, 50) inscribed in a circle of 

radius 40 units.

Command: polygon 

Number of sides: 8  

Edge/<centre of polygon>: 50, 50  

Inscribed in circle/circum-scribed about circle (I/C): I 

Radius of circle: 40



(b) Using radius of given circle in which polygon is circumscribed:

Draw a polygon of eight sides with centre (140, 50) circumscribed in a circle of radius 40 units.

Command: polygon 

Number of sides: 8  

Edge/<centre of polygon>: 50, 50  

Inscribed in circle/circle-scribed about circle (I/C): C 

Radius of circle: 40

(C) Using Edge method

Draw a polygon of ten sides using “Edge method”. The first end point of the edge is (90,100) and 

Second end of the edge is (120,100).

Command: polygon 

Number of sides: 10  

Edge/<centre of polygon>: E 

First end point of edge: 90,100 

Second end point of edge: 120,100 



EDIT COMMANDS AND OTHER ADDITIONAL COMMANDS

These commands are used to edit or modify the drawing.

1) ERASE- This command removes objects from a drawing.

Command: erase

Select objects: click on objects

2) MOVE: This command displaces objects to a specified distance in a 

specified direction.

Command: move

Select objects: click on objects

Base point or displacement: specify a base point

Second point or displacement: specify a point or



3) COPY: - This command is similar to move command, but it places copies of the related object at 

the specified displacements.

Command: copy

Select objects: click on objects

<Base point or displacement>/multiple: specify a point for a single copy or enter m for multiple 

copies

<Second point of displacement>: specify a point or P

(For placement multiple copies)

4) ROTATE: - This command moves object about a base point.

Command: rotate

Select objects: click on objects

Base point:  specify a point

<Rotation angle>/Reference: Specify an angle or enter or specify a point



5) MIRROR: - This command creates a mirror image of objects.

Command: mirror

Select objects: click on objects

First point of mirror line: Specify a point

Second point: Specify a point

Delete old objects? <N>: Enter Y or N, or

6) SCALE: This command enlarges or reduces selected objects equally in X, Y, Z direction.

Command: Scale

Select objects: click on objects

Base point:  specify a point

< Scale factor>/ Reference: specify a scale or enter R.

Scale factor>1 – Enlarges the objects.

Scale factor<1 – Shrinks the objects.

Reference length<1>: specify a distance or

New length: specify a distance 

If the new length is longer than the reference length, the objects are enlarged.



7) ARRAY: This command creates multiple copies of objects in pattern.

Command: array

Rectangular or polar array (R/P) <current>: enter an option or 

Option:

I) RECTANGULAR: – Creates an array defined by a number of rows and columns of copies of 

selected objects.

II) POLAR - Creates an array defined by specifying a center point about which the selected object is 

replicated. (Angle: + = CCW. -CW) 

8) BREAK: - This command creates part of objects or splits on object into two.

Command: break

Select objects: click on objects or specify the first break point on an object

Enter second point (or F for first point): Specify the second break point or enter F



Rectangular Array



Rectangular Array



Polar Array



Polar Array



9) TRIM: - This command trims objects at a cutting edge defined by other objects.

Command: trim

Select cutting edges: Click on cutting edges (lines) 

Select edges: Click on object to be trimmed.

<Select object to trim>/project/ edge/undo: select an object, enter an option or 

10) DIMENSIONING 

The dimensions are inserted in the drawing by use of Dim command. There are various types of 

dimensions used their AutoCAD.

(I) Linear Dimensions: Horizontal, Vertical, aligned (for inclined 

dimensions), Rotated (for inclined dimensions).  

(II) Angular dimensions: For angular dimensioning of objects.

(III) Radial dimensions: For radial dimensioning of arc or circle.

(IV) Diametral dimensions: For diametral dimensioning of circle.

(V) Ordinate dimensions: For ordinate dimensioning of objects.



Editing… 

 COPY 

 MOVE 

 MIRROR 

 ARRAY 

 SCALE 

 STRETCH 



More editing…

 STRETCH

 EXPLODE

 OFFSET

 ROTATE 

 ERASE



For dimensioning of objects, the first point and second point has to be specified. The dimension text must be written and 

then the position of dimension must be specified.

(I) Linear Dimensioning

Command: Dim

Dim (HOR/VER/ALIGNED/ROT): HOR

First extension line origin: (select corner P using cursor)

Second extension line origin (Text/angle): (select corner Q)

Dimension line location (Text/Angle): (select the position of dim. Line using cursor)

Dimension text: 8

Dim: Exit

Command: Dim

Dim: ROT

Dimension line angle <0>:115

(Note- 00 for horizontal & 900 for vertical dimensions)

First extension line origin: (select the point)

Second extension line origin: (select the point)

Dimension line location < text/angle>: (select the location)

Dimension text<5.5>:



(II) Angular dimensioning:

Command: Dim

Dim: Angular 

Select First line: (Pick point 1)

Select Second line: (Pick point 2)

Dimensions are line location (text/angle): (Pick point 3)

Dimension text: 45

Enter text location: (pick a location for dimension text)

Command: Dim

Dim: Leader

Leader start (specify starting point, A)

To Point: (specify the end point, B)

To Point: (specify the next point, C)

Dimension text: R6



(III) Dimetral Dimensioning

Dim: Dia

Select arc or circle: (pick point P)

Dimension text: %%C8 (% % C for  symbol)

Enter leader length for text: (pick Q and then R and press enter)

(IV) Radius Dimensioning

Dim: Radius

Select arc or circles :( pick point P)

Dimension Text: R5



Chamfer
 The chamfer command will chamfer the intersection of 

two lines to a specified distance.



Chamfer



Fillet

 The fillet command is very similar to the chamfer 

command above, except instead of creating a straight 

line chamfer, Autocad creates a radius between the two 

points.



Fillet



Explode

 The explode command is very straight forward. It 

simply breaks down an object down to its basic line 

entities. 



ZOOM

 AutoCAD's zoom command toolbar:



Zoom real time and Pan

 Pan Button



Zoom real time and Pan

 While holding the left mouse button, pull the mouse to 

the left, right, up or down. Notice how the pan tool 

reflects these mouse movements on screen so we can 

move around the screen effortlessly.



Working With Layer.



What is  Layer
In this command we can give the different color for the different type of object 

and different type of style also. We can edit the object of the different type from 

the current layer window. This command allows you to create the different type of 

object. When we using the layer command then open a layer window. There are 

many types of sub tool to modifying the object.



Layer property manger



LAYER STATES MANAGER

In this option we can save the layer for 

recovery, from which layer we have done 

work. If we have done our work from 

many layer then we can save our layer in 

this option, and we are recover in this.



LAYER STATES MANAGER



NEW LAYER (Alt + N)

 From this option we can make a new layer according to 

our work and we can give the name of layer.



DELETE LAYER (Alt + D)

 From this option we can delete the layer which is not 

usable.



SET CURRENT LAYER (Alt + C)

 From this option we can set the layer which is we want 

to use in drawing.



ON

 In this option we can hide or unhide the object.



FREEZE

 In this layer we can hide and leave the object. This layer 

is never freeze current layer.



LOCK

 In this layer we can lock the layer which we want to lock. If we 

are locking the layer then we cannot done any work of object 

which is made by that layer.



COLOR

 In this layer we can give the different color of different 

object.



LINETYPE

 In this layer we can change the line type of object.



LINEWEIGHT

 In this layer we can change the line width of object.



EXERSIZE



FEEDBACK



Working With Hatch and Gradient.





Hatches
HATCHES.  

→ AutoCAD has many 

predefined hatches.



Hatches
 The most commonly used hatches are:

→ ANSI31 = Cast Iron or general use

→ ANSI32 = Steel

→ ANSI33 = Brass, Bronze, Copper



Hatches
 The angle and scale at which the hatches are drawn may be 

controlled within the Hatch and Gradient window. 



Hatches
 Boundaries

→ Add: Select objects: This method allows you to select the objects 

that will create the boundaries of your sectioned area.

Boundary



Hatches
 Boundaries

→ Add: Pick points: This method allows you to pick a point within 

each bounded area that you wish to place hatches.

Bounded 

area



GRADIENT



Working With Text and Dimension.



The Dimension tools 



Linear Dimension



Important commands which used for making drawings

Dimension - Now we will study about dimension of the 

drawing, it is very important that every drawing should 

have dimensions so that you can get information about 

the sizes of drawing. You can choose dimension from 

Dimension Toolbar let us study one by one:

Linear dimension-This command is used for the 

dimensions of straight lines.

Angular dimension- This command is used for the 

dimensions of angles between two lines or the angle 

of arcs and circles.



Important commands which used for making drawings

Radius Dimension - This command is used to give the radius of the 

circles and arc.

Diameter Dimension - this option is used to give the diameter of the 

circles and arc.

Centre mark - This command is used to mark the centre of the 

circles and arc.

Quick leader - This command is used to specify the notes for 

anything, click on this sign.



Important commands which used for making drawings

Dimension style – you can change dimension style of dimensions, 

you can give more than one style to your dimensions for this you 

have to click on Format than choose dimension style or you can just 

write Dimstyle at command prompt a box will appear, you can create 

new styles, sets the current style, modifies styles, sets overrides on 

the current style 

Current Dim style – it Display the current dimension style. AutoCAD 

assigns this style to all dimensions. If you do not change the current 

style, AutoCAD assigns the default STANDARD style to dimensions. 



TEXT







TEXT



TEXT EDIT



TEXTSTYLE



Introducing With Auto CAD 3D. 



Definition of 3D

 3D Drawing Means Isometric View.



Advantages of 3D models
•Models can be rotated or viewed from any position

•You can generate section and auxiliary views.

•You can remove hidden lines and do realistic shading.

•You can run part interference checks for engineering analysis.

•You can add lighting and realistic rendering to models.

•You can create animations .

•You can extract manufacturing data for making the part.



To enter 3D workspace go to status 

bar and select “3D Modeling” from 

the workspace switching button



3D Viewing & Navigation Tools

ViewCube

Compass ring- rotate

Faces- standard orthographic 

view

Corners- ¾ view

Edges- ½ view

3D Orbit (View Menu)

Uses cursor

Camera moves, not the object

To use hold down “Shift Key” 

and middle mouse button

together

Steering Wheel

4 different kinds

Can place anywhere on screen



3D AutoCAD Visual Styles

Group of settings that control edges and shading in the viewport

Opens and docks on left of screen

There are five default styles:

2D Wireframe- NOT use full in 3D

3D Hidden- Hides back faces

3D Wireframe- XYZ planes shaded

Conceptual-Smoothes polygons and uses warm colors to contrast faces

Realistic- Shades faces and applies any preselected materials (i.e., brick)

NOTE: You can create your own visual style and add to list



Creating 3D Objects

3D Primitives With “Dynamic Input” turned on you 

can right-click and select different 

options that allow you to change the 

angle of the primitive



Creating 3D Objects

Extrude Commands A closed polyline will create a 

3D Solid Model

An open polyline will create a 

surface model



Segments into 3D Models

NOTE: In order for 2D lines 

and/or arcs to be extruded into a 

solid 3D model you must use the 

“Edit Polyline Command 

(PEDIT)” to convert the separate 

line segments into one closed

polyline.



AutoCAD (Extrude Options)

Direction

Specifies the length and direction of the 

extrusion with two points you specify. 

(The direction cannot be parallel to the 

plane of the sweep curve created by the 

extrusion.)

Start point of direction. Specifies the first 

point in the direction vector. 

End point of direction. Specifies the 

second point in the direction vector. 



3D AutoCAD (Extrude Options)

Path

Specifies the extrusion path based on an 

object that you select. The path is moved 

to the centroid of the profile. Then the 

profile of the selected object is extruded 

along the chosen path to create solids or 

surfaces. 

The path should not lie on the same 

plane as the object, nor should the path 

have areas of high curvature.



3D AutoCAD (Revolve Tool)

Revolve Tool

You can revolve closed objects to create 3D solid 

models and open objects to create surface 

models. 

Objects can be revolved 360 degrees or another 

specified angle. 

You can revolve more than one object. 

Axis

Gap 

creates 

holeGap

Solid

Surface



3D AutoCAD (Loft Tool)

Loft Tool

Create a 3D solid or surface by lofting a profile 

through a set of two or more cross-section profiles.

The cross-section profiles define the shape of the 

resulting solid or surface object. You must specify 

at least two cross-section profiles. 

The cross sections that you use when lofting must 

be all open or all closed. You cannot use a 

selection set that includes both open and closed 

curves. 

Profiles



3D AutoCAD (Sweep Tool)

Sweep Tool

Create a new solid or surface by sweeping a 

planar curve (profile) along a path. 

The SWEEP command draws a solid or 

surface object by extending a profile shape 

(the swept object) along a specified path. 

When you sweep a profile along a path, the 

profile is moved and aligned normal 

(perpendicular) to the path.

If you sweep a closed curve along a path, the 

result is a solid. If you sweep an open curve 

along a path, the result is a surface.

Profile Path



Auto CAD View Printing & Plotting.



Auto CAD Plotting 

 To know how to use Auto CAD Plotting instructions ….

1.Set your units

2.Set your page/layout

3.Set your title block

4.Place viewports and set the scale

5.PLOT IT!!!



“Set The Units”

 The first rule is set your drawing correctly

 Draw with that unit

 If the unit are not correctly, the blocks will look messy

 Rescale it manually

 AutoCAD only recognize two units in plotting: inch and mm



“Set Your page/layout”

 Open your layout

 Open your page setup manager dialog box and you will see a list of your layouts

 create a new page setup, give it name, then press ok.

 Set this values :

 Your printer/plotter type and sheet size. 

 On what to plot, select Layout. 

 Select plot scale

 Plot style table you want to use



“Set your title block”

•Place the  title block there.



“Place view ports and set the scale”

 place it by clicking in view tab viewports section, new icon.

 opened dialog box, select single standard viewport, then click OK

 Draw viewport 

 see all the  drawing inside it

 set the scale, select the viewport, and select the scale that’s  

wanted



PLOT-MODEL DIALOG BOX.



Make sure everything is correctly done.



Thanks 
to all of 

my 
student.


